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Anthony Del Monaco is a partner in our DC office

Anthony’s practice involves all facets of intellectual property 
law in a wide spectrum of technologies. He focuses on 
patent litigation, primarily before U.S. district courts and the 
ITC, and arbitrations. His practice also includes IPRs, 
opinions of counsel, patent and trademark portfolio 
development, and complex licensing issues. 

Contact Anthony:
+1 202 408 4023
anthony.delmonaco@finnegan.com

Your Presenter

Brian Kacedon is a partner in our DC office

Brian Kacedon is a recognized authority in IP transactions. 
He has drafted and negotiated hundreds of agreements 
across all technologies and is designated as a Certified 
Licensing Professional (CLP). Brian has also successfully 
litigated multiple lawsuits and arbitrations based on his 
extensive transactional experience.

Contact Brian:
+1 202 408 4301
brian.kacedon@finnegan.com
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Cross-Border Payment Issues

• Royalty payments may accrue in different currencies

• Agreement should specify a currency for payment and a means for
determining conversion rate
– Source and date for conversion rate
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Cross-Border Payment Issues

• Payments.  Unless otherwise specified in writing by Licensor, all 
payments to be made by Licensee under this Agreement must be made 
in United States dollars and must be paid by bank wire transfer in 
immediately available funds from a bank account in the United States 
selected by Licensee to a bank account in the United States designated 
in writing by Licensor from time to time. Sales made in currencies other 
than United States dollars must be converted from such currency to 
United States dollars based on the sell rate as reported in the Wall 
Street Journal (or if it ceases publishing, a mutually-agreed on 
comparable business publication) on the last business day of the 
calendar quarter in which such sales occur.

Example Provision
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Cross-Border Payment Issues

• Payments. All payments specified by this agreement must be made in the
City of New York, State of New York, in U.S. currency. Such U.S. currency
payments must be determined on the basis of the official rate of exchange
as determined by the ____ Bank, or equivalent government agency of
_____, in effect on the last business day of the period for which such
payments are being paid. All payments due must be made without
deduction for taxes, assessments, or other charges of any kind that may be
imposed on Licensor by any government other than that of the United
States, or any political subdivisions of such other government, with respect
to any amounts payable to the Licensor pursuant to this Agreement, and
such taxes, assessments, or other charges must be assumed by Licensee.

Example Provision
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Cross-Border Payment Issues

• Virtually all countries impose withholding tax on royalty payments

• Agreement must specify who bears the tax
– See I.E.E. Intern. Elecs. v. TK Holdings Inc., 2015 WL 4527809 (E.D. Mich. 

July 27, 2015) – silence on issue of tax withholding permitted defendant to 
withhold tax

• Where bi-lateral tax treaty applies, usually licensee pays tax for 
licensor and provides receipt for tax credit
– If licensor is non-profit, tax credit is of no value
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Cross-Border Payment Issues

• Taxes.  Licensee may deduct withholding taxes from royalty
payments due hereunder, provided that (a) Licensee is required by
applicable law to withhold such taxes, (b) Licensee timely pays such
taxes to the applicable taxing authority on Licensor’s behalf, and (c)
Licensee promptly provides to Licensor a certificate for each such
withholding tax payment to enable Licensor to claim a credit for such
tax withholding on Licensor’s tax filings as appropriate.

Example Provision
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Cross-Border Payment Issues

• How to obviate payment issues:
– Advanced royalty payments

– Auditing provision

– Types of payment

– Selection of licensee
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Choice of Law Provision

• Choice of governing law is critical in any contract
• But ability to agree on governing law may be more difficult in 

international agreements
– Differences in contract law among different U.S. states vs. differences in 

contract law between different countries
– Unfamiliarity with foreign law 
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Choice of Law Provision

• Options for reaching agreement on choice of law:
– Agree on application of the law of a country of neither party

• Ex. U.S. and European company may agree on English Law; U.S. and Chinese
company may agree on Singapore Law

• But has anyone familiar with law selected actually reviewed the contract?
– Agree on law of U.S. state with reputation for handling international disputes

• Ex. New York, Delaware, California
• Non-U.S. entities may be willing to agree to U.S. law for interpreting contract but may be

less likely to agree to U.S. forum to hear contract dispute
– Apply law of party who is not bringing suit

• Results in two sets of laws potentially applying
• Acts as disincentive to resolving disputes through litigation
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  relying on U.S. law)
  (Contract called for application of German law, but parties waived issue by

– See also Fraunhofer v. Sirius XM Radio Inc., 940 F.3d 1372 (Fed. Cir. 2019)
– M/S Bremen v. Zapata, 407 U.S. 1 (1972)

• U.S. courts will also apply foreign law

– Public policy may provide an exception.
  Cir. 2004); Matter of Stoecker, 5 F.3d 1022, 1028 (7th Cir. 1993)
  785, 788 (8th Cir. 2016); In re Bankvest Capital Corp., 375 F.3d 51, 63 (1st

– See, e.g., St. Jude Medical S.C., Inc. v. Biosense Webster, Inc., 818 F.3d
• U.S. courts will generally enforce choice of law clauses

Choice of Law Provisions
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Dispute Resolution

• Good practice to agree on dispute resolution mechanism in any
international agreement
– If unspecified, litigation may be filed in any court having jurisdiction

• Parties may want to consider dispute resolution steps before
litigation
– Meeting of executives
– Mediation
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Dispute Resolution – Forum Selection

• Parties may have difficulty agreeing to use the court of another
country
– Unfamiliarity with foreign courts
– Perceived favoritism towards local party
– Increased costs in litigating far from home jurisdiction

• Parties sometimes compromise by providing that party suing on
contract must sue in the other party’s home forum
– Disincentive to litigation

• Arbitration is the most common solution in international agreements
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Dispute Resolution – Arbitration vs. Litigation

• Advantages of Arbitration
– Should be faster and less expensive
– Generally confidential
– May be easier to enforce arbitration judgment in a foreign jurisdiction
– Ability to choose a more qualified decision maker

• Disadvantages of Arbitration
– If party resists participation, can spend years litigating before arbitration even 

starts
– Limited ability to overturn erroneous awards
– Limited discovery
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Drafting Arbitration Provision - Considerations

• Arbitration Administration
• Number and qualifications of arbitrators
• Rules for arbitration
• Confidentiality
• Language and Location
• Type of Award
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Common Arbitration Organizations

• U.S. organizations
– American Arbitration Association (AAA)
– JAMS
– International Institution for Conflict Prevention and Resolution (CPR)

• International organizations
– WIPO
– International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)

• Other foreign organizations
– London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA)
– Singapore International Arbitration Centre (SIAC)
– Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre (HKIAC)
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Selecting an Arbitrator

• Single arbitrator vs. Three arbitrators
– Process for selection

• Arbitrator qualifications
– IP experience
– Commercial experience
– Judicial experience
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Arbitration Rules

• Each organization has its own rules and procedures

• Organization also may have different sets of rules
– AAA

• Commercial Rules
• International Rules

– Longer timelines
– Generally excludes depositions, interrogatories and RFAs

• Consumer Rules
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Arbitration Rules

• Parties can agree to their own rules
– Scope of discovery

• Often rules provide no specific guidance
– Ex. ICC Rules leave it to the parties and arbitrators

• Consider necessity of third party discovery
– Timelines
– Rules of evidence

• Arbitrators are often very permissive with introduction of evidence
– Time limits for hearing
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Arbitration – Other General Considerations

• Confidentiality
– Arbitrations are not necessarily confidential

• Check rules or have parties agree

• Language
– If international arbitration, language of proceeding may be important

• Location
– Consider convenience of parties
– “Seat of Arbitration” can impact procedural rules applicable in the arbitration

• Statute of limitations
• Enforcement of award
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Arbitration – Awards

• Type of Award
– Standard Award
– Reasoned Opinion
– Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law

• Alternatives
– Baseball

• Arbitrator must choose between two parties alternative awards
– Night baseball

• Arbitrator is not made aware of the alternative awards and decision dictates which award
is chosen
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Government Approval Provision

• International license
– Require party in country requiring approval to obtain using good faith effort
– Make performance contingent on approval

• Transfer of know-how before approval
– U.S. export control approval
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U.S. Export Control Regulations

• Export Administration Regulations ("EAR")
– 15 C.F.R. 730 et. seq.

• International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)
– 22 C.F.R. 120 et. seq.

• Office of Foreign Assets Control Regulations
– 31 C.F.R. 500 et. seq.
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U.S. Export Control Regulations

• Treasury Antiboycott Regulations
– IRS Code 999

• Department of Energy Export Regulations
– 10 C.F.R. 810 et. seq.

• Nuclear Regulatory Commission Export Regulations
– 10 C.F.R. 110 et. seq.

• U.S.P.T.O. Foreign Filing License
– 37 C.F.R. 5 et seq.
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Export Control – Basic Concepts

• All exports of technical data and software are subject to some form
of U.S. Export Controls

• "Technical Data" = Any information of a technical nature

• "Export" = Shipment or transmission out of the United States
– Any type of disclosure to a "foreign person"
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Export Control – Basic Concepts

• "Foreign Person" is neither a citizen nor permanent resident of U.S.

• All reexports of technical data and software and some exports of
their direct products are subject to export controls
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Export Control – Possible Effects on Licensing

• Marketing technology

• Furnishing technical data or assistance

• Furnishing samples, prototypes, supplies, manufacturing equipment

• Sales territories

• Sublicensing or disclosing technical data to a third party

• Burden on licensees
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Export Control - Compliance

• Conduct an analysis

• Obtain any necessary government licenses

• Make contingent on government authorization

• Insert appropriate clauses
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Conducting Technology-Based Projects with U.S. 
Companies
• Projects involving the development or disclosure of technology or

software may result in controlled exports

– Joint development efforts

– Internal R&D projects

– Technical assistance or service projects

– Licensing agreements
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• Controls may impact all aspects of a project

– Initial disclosures aimed at generating interest in a project

– Disclosure of background technology, software, or source code

– The providing of technical assistance

– Disclosure of results

– Ability to use the end results

Conducting Technology-Based Projects with U.S. 
Companies
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• Possible impacts of U.S. Export Controls on the project
– Foreign national employee involved
– Foreign entity involved (parent, subsidiary or third party)
– Distribution of results
– Contaminating results with U.S. technology
– Controls on the use of the results
– Sales territories
– Sublicensing/Vendor issues
– Samples, Prototypes, Supplies, or Manufacturing equipment

• Levels of controls dependent on many factors

Conducting Technology-Based Projects with U.S. 
Companies
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• Compliance

– Non-U.S. Company should conduct its own export control analysis – before
starting on the project – don’t depend on U.S. party

• Background technology
• Technology to be developed
• Equipment, materials, software to be used
• Determine end-user and end-use
• Determine foreign involvement

Conducting Technology-Based Projects with U.S. 
Companies
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• Compliance – cont’d.

– Regulatory compliance
• Has the U.S. Company obtained necessary licenses - if applicable 

• Has the U.S. Company complied with terms of license exception

– Examine export control clauses -- are they appropriate given the facts 
surrounding the proposed exports?

Conducting Technology-Based Projects with U.S. 
Companies
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Export Control Issues

• Export Control. All obligations to furnish goods, technology, or software source
code under this Agreement are subject to U.S. Export Control Laws and
Regulations. [Exporting party] agrees to comply fully with all applicable laws
and regulations before exporting any goods, technology, or software to
[receiving party]. [Receiving party] recognizes that any reexport of such goods,
technology, or software source code and/or the export of the direct product of
such items may be subject to U.S. Export Control Laws and Regulations and
agrees to comply with such laws and regulations prior to undertaking any such
reexports or exports, to the extent, of course, such actions are expressly
authorized under the terms of this Agreement. [Receiving party] recognizes that
its obligations to comply with U.S. export control laws and regulations survive
the termination or expiration of this Agreement.

Example Provision
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Recent Export Control Issues 

• In the Matter of Keysight Technologies, Inc. -
https://www.pmddtc.state.gov/sys_attachment.do?sysparm_referring_url=tear_o
ff&view=true&sys_id=98ebc0e51b35b0d0c6c3866ae54bcb80

• In the Matter of Honeywell International, Inc. -
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/126/20200924_keysight_settlement.pdf

• In the Matter of Princeton University -
https://efoia.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/export-violations/export-
violations-2021/1287-e2642/file
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Consider Different Forms of IP Protection

• Countries may have different types of IP than the typical U.S.
categories
– In the U.S.: Utility Patents, Design Patents, Plant Patents
– Other countries also have Utility Models
– Draft agreement to capture all needed IP
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Applicable Language

• Reach agreement on official language while in negotiations
– Hard to, once dispute arises

• Two official languages
– Cross translate and agree on each version
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Force Majeure Clause

• International agreement may have greater potential for occurrence
of a force majeure event

• Clause will excuse performance prevented by causes outside
control of party
– Enumerate causes, but one of each type
– Provide for notice with reason
– Include right to terminate if performance excused for extended period of time
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Force Majeure Clause

• Force Majeure. A Party shall neither be held liable or responsible to any other
Party, nor be deemed to have defaulted under or breached this Agreement, for
failure or delay in fulfilling or performing any term of this Agreement to the
extent, and for so long as, such failure or delay is caused by or results from
causes beyond the reasonable control of the affected Party, including fire,
floods, embargoes, power shortage or failure, acts of war (whether war be
declared or not), insurrections, riots, terrorism, civil commotions, strikes,
lockouts or other labor disturbances, pandemics, or acts of God or any acts,
and such affected Party promptly begins performing under this Agreement once
such causes have been removed.

Does the Covid-19 pandemic qualify as a force majeure event?

Example Provision
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Force Majeure Clause

• JN Contemporary Art LLC v. Phillips Auctioneers LLC, 2020 WL 7405262
(S.D.N.Y. Dec. 16, 2020)
– “In the event that the auction is postponed for circumstances beyond our or your

reasonable control, including, without limitation, as a result of natural disaster, fire,
flood, general strike, war, armed conflict, terrorist attack or nuclear or chemical
contamination, we may terminate this Agreement with immediate effect. In such event,
our obligation to make payment of the Guaranteed Minimum shall be null and void and
we shall have no other liability to you.”

– Agreement obligated Phillips to auction painting at event scheduled for May 2020
– Auction canceled due to Covid-19.  Philips subsequently terminates agreement.
– Court held pandemic was a “circumstance[] beyond [Phillips’s] reasonable control” and

met the definition of a “natural disaster.”
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Other Considerations

• Does agreement require employees to travel to foreign country?
– Specify terms of travel (flight class, hotel)
– Is safety an issue?

• Additional hurdles to having employees work overseas?
– Visas, etc.
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Questions?
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Our Disclaimer

These materials have been prepared solely for educational and entertainment purposes to 
contribute to the understanding of U.S. and European intellectual property law. These materials 
reflect only the personal views of the authors and are not individualized legal advice. It is 
understood that each case is fact specific, and that the appropriate solution in any case will vary. 
Therefore, these materials may or may not be relevant to any particular situation. Thus, the 
authors, Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP (including Finnegan Europe LLP, 
and Fei Han Foreign Legal Affairs Law Firm) cannot be bound either philosophically or as 
representatives of their various present and future clients to the comments expressed in these 
materials. The presentation of these materials does not establish any form of attorney-client 
relationship with these authors. While every attempt was made to ensure that these materials are 
accurate, errors or omissions may be contained therein, for which any liability is disclaimed.
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